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Abstract: We present time-resolved studies of glass densification created
by an acoustic phenomenon: collision of the transverse and longitudinal
sound waves inside glass. Localization of the permanent denisfied region
has a lateral cross section ∼ 0.4 μm and is approximately half of the wave-
length of femtosecond laser pulses which were used to generate breakdown
and launched shock waves inside glass. Controlled time delay between two
closely spaced irradiation spots reveals dynamics and relaxation (electronic,
thermal, stress) of glass after excitation. The observed phenomenon is
important for femtosecond direct laser writing and recording of waveguide
couplers using multiple beams.
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1. Introduction

Acoustic and thermal phenomena occurring on the scales from sub-micrometer to tens of
micrometers is an active research field spanning nano-/micro-mechanics, fluidics, light trap-
ping [1], thermal transport and heat management [2]. For example, a thermal diode func-
tion [3–5] can be realized on nano-to-micro-scale useful for applications in thermal energy
harvesting by thermo-electrical materials to power NEMS/MEMS devices. Modifications of
materials by acoustic and shock waves have been reported on surfaces, where tensile stresses
generated by shock reflection caused spallation [6]. Photo-acoustic methods are also relevant
for an in-lab modeling of large scale phenomena such as earthquakes [7] and formation of high-
pressure/density phases [8, 9]. For thermal and acoustic research on micro- and nano-scale,
ultra-short laser pulses are useful tools to generate instantaneous heating and build up thermo-
elastic stresses applicable in cell surgery and generation of coherent phonons in solid state ma-
terials [10,11]. Optical modification of materials by fs-laser pulses is already a well established
field of optical memory and waveguide engineering [12–18], while, acoustical and thermal ef-
fects triggered by fs-laser pulses are active field of fundamental research [19–24] important to
practical applications in laser micro-fabrication, scribing and surface nano-structuring [25,26].
Since fs-laser pulses creates an “instantaneous” pressure source upon thermalization, the acous-
tic frequency range of excitation is very broad up to GHz [5]. Strong optical excitation are
shown to lead to lattice instability on sub-1 ps times [27].

Recently, we have demonstrated development of an interferometric pump-probe time-
resolved imaging technique capable to characterize modifications in glass induced by fs-laser
pulses [28,29] in both lateral and axial cross sections at the conditions of dielectric breakdown
with sub-wavelength resolution. Pump-probe techniques are required to resolve ultra-fast phe-
nomena related to free carrier generation and self-trapping [30, 31], lattice instability in crys-
talls [27] which lead to formation of amorphous regions, stress, and defects [17, 18, 32, 33].
Since the pressure from a point-like pressure source is decaying along its propagation as
P ∝ r−3, where r is the radius, a high spatial resolution is required to monitor transient shock
and pressure patterns generated by ultra-short tightly focused laser pulses.

Here we demonstrate a time-resolved lateral transient of the dielectric breakdown when two
closely spaced pump pulses are tightly focused inside glass. The amplitude and phase changes
of interferograms obtained by a Michelson interferometer reveals densification of glass on the
line connecting the two irradiation spots. Transient and permanent densification of glass are
created away from the irradiation location and can be accounted for by acoustical interaction
of intense transverse and longitudinal sound waves. Temporal and spatial analysis reveals that
such modifications can strongly alter direct laser writing of waveguide couplers when laser
spots are scanned in close proximity.
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Fig. 1. (a) Interferometric pump-probe imaging. (b) Schematics of two pump pulses (1,2)
delayed in time by Δt and separated in space by Δx. The side-spots depict location of glass
densification induced by shock wave; separation between them is L.

2. Experimental

The pump-probe (800 nm - 400 nm) fs-laser setup for single-pulse measurements is described
in our recent work [28]. Differently from that geometry, here, we split the pump pulse in two
with possibility of a fine tuning separation, Δx, between them (Fig. 1(b)).

The interferometric detection and numerical procedures to obtain time - resolved phase and
amplitude maps of fs-pulse interaction with glass are described in previous work [28]. The
resolution limit of the optical imaging part was 0.4 μm for the probe pulse λpr = 0.4 μm
using an objective lens of numerical aperture NA = 1.25. The resolution limit of the image
processing was rip = 1/h = 0.22 μm defined by the cutoff frequency h of the Hann window
and the magnification of the microscope [28].

The focal spot was located approximately 10 μm below surface inside a borosilicate glass
(D263, Schott) plate; the values of relevant parameters are: ρ = 2.51 g/cm3 at 20◦C - the
mass density, Y = 72.9 kN/mm2 - the Young modulus, σ = 0.208 - the Poisson ratio, and
with bulk modulus B = 41.6 kN/mm2 given by Y = 3B(1 − 2σ). The longitudinal sound
speed was directly measured by phase imaging in a single pulse experiment [28] and was
vl = 5.44±0.12 km/s.

Location of the geometrical focus has been determined at low pulse energies when small
positive phase changes were induced and spherical aberration was negligible [34] since the
immersion oil is matching the refractive index of glass, n800 ≈ n400 � 1.52 at 800 and 400 nm
wavelengths, respectively. The waist at the focus is estimated as ω = 0.61λ/NA � 0.39 μm
which is a radius of the Airy disk pattern. The depth of focus - the double Rayleigh length
2zR = 2 πω2

λ n800 � 1.8 μm (at FWHM), where λ = 0.8 μm is the central wavelength of the
laser pump pulse in air.

Pump pulse energy, Ep, is given at the focus; the transmission of the objective lens was di-
rectly measured. The threshold of self-focusing in borosilicate glass is ∼ 1.8 MW. It is defined
by the nonlinear refractive index and is similar in various multi-component glasses [35, 36],
where it is approximately twice lower than in pure silica. The side imaging was carried out with
400 nm probe collected with the same NA = 1.25 objective lens. Hence, the smallest recogniz-
able features were on the order of ∼ 0.4 μm. Experiments were carried out at a narrow window
of pump pulse energies Ep = 30− 60 nJ when a shock wave induced densification was ob-
served outside the irradiated region. Pulse duration at the focus was optimized by pre-chirping
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Fig. 2. Acoustically-induced densification (the darker side spots) at the end of relaxation
T = ∞. Lateral phase images around the focus region of two-pulse irradiation after the end
of relaxation; the darker regions are more dense. Time separation, Δt, between two pump
pulses at 800 nm wavelength is shown; phase scale is from −π to π . Spatial separation
between two pump pulses of energy E1 = E2 = 50 nJ was Δx = 1.0 μm (measured experi-
mentally); L is the length between the densified side spots; polarization of pulses was linear
(horizontal in the image plane). The upper irradiation site is where the first pulse arrived
(darker appearance), the lower site is location of the second (delayed) pulse.
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Fig. 3. Phase at the location the middle point between the two pump pulses x = 0 (a) and
at the “side spots” (b) vs separation between pulses, Δt, when Δx = 1 μm. E1 = E2 =
50 nJ. Lines are eye guidelines. Single pixel size corresponds to 35 nm on the sample. The
site −L/2 (in (b)) is where the first pulse arrived, the site +L/2 is location of the second
(delayed) pulse.

in order to achieve the smallest energy of a recognizable modification. At such conditions the
pulse duration is close to the measured spectral bandwidth-limited value of τp = 45±5 fs in air.
Once the chirp was optimized for the pump, part of the same pulse was used to generate a probe
pulse for imaging. Precision of the time delay in pump-probe measurements was Δt = ±10 fs
determined by precision of the optical delay line. Polarization of the pump pulses was linear;
oriented horizontal in the image plane (Fig. 2).

3. Results and discussion

A new phenomenon observed after irradiation of two pump pulses was formation of side spots
when spatial separation between the pulses was in the range of Δx = 0.8− 2 μm. The side
spots are transient or become permanent at higher pulse energies. First, we show that the ex-
perimentally observed densification - the side spots - separated by distance L of few microm-
eters (Fig. 2), are result of pressure waves generated by two pump pulses. Longitudinal and
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Fig. 4. Phase map vs separation between pulses, Δx, for Δt = 0.2ps and two pump energies
E1 = E2 = 30, 40, 50 nJ. The site −L/2 (see, Fig. 3(a)) is where the first pulse arrived, the
site +L/2 is location of the second (delayed) pulse.

transverse pressure waves in glass travels at velocities vl,t , respectively, and their velocities are

intra-related and defined as vl =
√

B/ρ + 4
3v2

t [37]. We set the origin point at the central point
between two irradiation spots as x = 0 (Fig. 2) and we can assume that the stress wave is gen-
erated from an irradiation spot which has diameter d � 0.8 μm. We experimentally measure
separation between the side spots, L, and diameter of the irradiation region d from Fig. 2. At the
irradiation site, the delivered energy drives thermo elastic stress, launches a shock wave which
dissipates to an ordinary pressure wave. For simplicity we assume sound wave propagation in
further analysis as the shock waves are propagating at close to sound velocities even in the
presence of strong breakdown [9, 38].

The faster longitudinal wave launched from one irradiation site will catch up the slower
transverse wave traveling towards the location of the side spot; the two irradiation sites are
separated by Δx. This condition when two waves launched with spatial separation of Δx at two
different velocities catches up can be written as (for propagation along x-axis):

L/2+Δx/2+d/2
vl

=
L/2−Δx/2+d/2

vt
(1)

here we neglect time separation between two pulses, Δt, which is correct for separations smaller
than 10 ps when sound travels only vl ×10 ps = 50 nm, which is below our spatial resolution.
The term d/2 accounts for the location of the stress wave launch assumed to be at the rim of
the focal spot.

With glass parameters given in Sec. 2 one would find solution of Eq. (1): vt = 3.2 km/s and
vl � 5.4 km/s (the vl is the measured value in D263, Schott glass). This shows qualitatively
that the observed side densified spots is a result of acoustic phenomenon when transverse and
longitudinal excitation waves traverse each other. Apparently, when summation of the ampli-
tudes of the two waves causes pressures in excess of material’s elastic strength defined by the
bulk modulus, a permanent densification at the side-spots can be induced as observed in exper-
iments. Below that threshold, the densification is transient. Noteworthy, the transverse sound
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Fig. 5. (a) Phase at the location the middle point x = 0 vs separation between pulses, Δx,
(see, Fig. 4) for Δt = 0.2 ps and pump energies of two pulses E1 = E2 = 30; 40; 50 nJ.
(b) Phase at the locations x =±L/2 (side spots) vs separation between pulses, Δx, at pulse
energy Ep = 50 nJ (two separate experiments). Lines are eye guidelines. The site −L/2
(see, Fig. 3(a)) is where the first pulse arrived, the site +L/2 is location of the second
(delayed) pulse.

L

Fig. 6. Phase maps of photo-acoustically induced densification at different pulse energies
of 30-60 nJ at T = 5 ns and after all relaxations; Δt = 0.2 ps, Δx = 0.8 μm. Separation
between side spots, L, is increasing with pulse energy, Ep. Dashed lines are alignment eye
guides. Phase spans from −π to π . The site −L/2 (see, Fig. 3(a)) is where the first pulse
arrived, the site +L/2 is location of the second (delayed) pulse.

wave does not induce mass density changes as it propagates, however, when it is added locally
with longitudinal wave (which induces density changes) the overall effects reveals the densifi-
cation. In the case of single pulse irradiation, side spots are not existent even at the cumulative
two pulse pulse energies and above. Localization of the acoustically caused densification at the
locations of side spots is ld ∼ 0.4 μm in cross section. Let us assume that the modification
should be on the scale of the wavelength of the sound wave. For the sound speed of vl � 5 km/s
this would correspond to the frequency ν = vl/ld � 10 GHz. This estimation shows that the
high-frequency sound can be excited by the fast “instantaneous” heating and thermal stress
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linear fit by ∝ 0.15[μm](E −Eth) with Eth = 20 nJ; ∼ 0.15 μm is the most close distance
two separate irradiation spots can be brought to. The pressure which is driving micro-
explosion is proportional to the absorbed energy of the pulse of energy E. Note, both axes
are logarithmic.

delivered by ultra-short femtosecond laser pulses [5].
Figure 3(a) shows how the phase is changing on the time separation, Δt, between two pulses

at the middle point between two irradiation spots. The middle point at x = 0 is affected by
the colliding elastic pressure waves traveling at the same velocity (at vt and vl) as well as
by the heat diffusion from the irradiation locations. The later being the defining factor of the
modification at high pump energy: first, the phase is positive (rarefied material) and becomes
densified at the end of relaxation (darker regions in Fig. 4). As time separation becomes larger
than 10 ps (see, Fig. 3), or approximately 50 nm in a sound travel length, the effect of the
two wave collision and densification gradually disappears. At the side spots (Fig. 3(b)), phase
changes are approximately twice smaller, Δφmax � −0.35π and are considerably more noisy.
This is caused by a smaller size of phase change area since the phase is inferred from a single
pixel which corresponds to a 35 nm cross section region on the sample. The stronger phases
change was observed at the location closer to the spot which was irradiated first (at x = −L/2
in Fig. 3(b)); a similar time decay of the phase as that for the central point was observed as
pulse separation become Δt > 10 ps. There was appearance of anti-phase changes at the two
side spots Fig. 3(b), however they were not well resolved due to the phase noise.

Figure 4 shows phase maps and the extracted values are plotted separately for the middle and
side points in Fig. 5 (for the pulses of different energy and at different separation L between the
irradiation sites). As separation L increases, the side-spots gradually disappear (Figs. 4-5(b)).
This is consistent with the pressure dissipation by P ∝ E

r3 �Ps
( rs

r

)3
, where E is the absorbed en-

ergy driving shock, r is the radius, rs is the effective radius of the pressure source, and Ps shock

pressure amplitude at the source. The velocity of the shock wave scales as vsh ≈ vl
( rs

r

)3/2
[39].

At small pulse energy of 30 nJ the phase depends on the separation, Δx linearly, while at higher
energies nonlinearity becomes obvious (Fig. 5(a)). This could signify propagation of sound
through regions of altered elastic or density, ρ , regions (note, vl =

√
Y/ρ) or/and shock wave

(longitudinal) transition to the sound wave which is not inducing phase changes larger than
−0.2π . At the location of side spots (Fig. 5(b)), smaller phase changes were observed. There
was a departure from linear dependence on pulse energy for the phase value as well as for the
side spot separation, L, discussed next.
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The distance L between side densified regions depends on the pulse energy as shown in
Fig. 6. As Ep increases, strong heating of irradiated regions is observed (bright regions in Fig. 6
at time moment T = 5 ns). Strong heating and glass melting reduces acoustic velocity. This
explains why length L increases with pulse energy (Fig. 7). The pressure which drives micro-
explosion scales with absorbed energy, however, when Ep > 40 nJ the proportionality fails.
At those conditions, the pulse energy is already more than twice larger as required for the
permanent modification to be recorded by a single pulse. The departure of L ∝ E1 indicates that
validity of the Eq. (1) seizes as pulse energy is increased. However, the departure from linear
scaling is gradual and the qualitative explanation of the observed side-spots phenomenon as
being acoustically induced phenomenon is satisfactory.

It is interesting to see (Figs. 2, 4, and 6) that the central densification is not linearly propor-
tional to the pulse energy as can be inferred from Fig. 5. A possible explanation is an absorption
by free and trapped electrons which provides additional absorption channel. The free electrons
generated by optical breakdown are recombining and thermalizing with ions on a few picosec-
ond time scale. Recombination of electrons and holes proceeds via traps in glasses [40]. When
separation of pulses in time becomes larger than 10 ps (an electronic excitation lifetime) we
see strong decrease in the phase modification at the middle point between two laser irradiation
spots (Fig. 3(a)).

Phase snap-shots show that at certain time moments phases singularities (see, Fig. 6) are
developed around the irradiation locations and side spots. The singularities are recognizable
as strongly laterally localized phase jumps over more than 2π . Such apparent phase changes
are caused by large and spatially localized material density alterations. The phase singularity
would change the wave front of the light wave propagating through such regions and an optical
vortex would be generated in the transmission beam. Analysis of the light passed throughout
the phase singularity can be carried out in the optical far-field by imaging and polariscopy [41].
Polarization analysis of the out going light provides a direct readout of the density changes
at the singularity site and has capability of super-resolution as we demonstrated recently [42].
This method can be applied to characterize sub-wavelength modifications inside glasses and
crystals.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that propagating of acoustic excitations in glass can cause a permanent
densification during direct laser writing by a pair of closely-spaced ultra-short laser pulses.
Acoustic localization of energy within volumes of sub-micrometer cross sections takes place
and is sensitive to the spatial and temporal separation of the writing pulses. Since direct fs-
laser writing by few pulses and beam arrays is widely used in waveguide recording and micro-
fabrication [43, 44], it is important to control this phenomenon. Similar effects are expected in
other glass and crystalline materials [18, 22, 41, 45], where anisotropy can cause more compli-
cated patterns of modification.
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